Leo Decan 3
Leo decan 3 is ruled by Mars in both systems (Aries triplicity). The Sun lords it over
the constellations of the Lion, the Great Bear, the Little Bear, the Mariners Compass
and the Watersnake from August 13 to 22. This is the Lion's domain, Leo decan 3 is
the most stereotypical Leo of them all. The new generation will lose Regulus to
Virgo, so they may be a tad less bombastic, but not by much. There are still plenty
of stars left in the shimmering constellation of the Lion. The main theme with Leo
Decan 3 is their belief in the divine right of kings.. ie: themselves. They are always
right, their rule is absolute, any challenge to their authority is seen as a betrayal.
Loyalty, loyalty and more loyalty, this is the number one demand of their loved
ones. In return for their devotion to you, (and by golly they are devoted), they
expect you to defend the values of the pride to the nth degree. Any deviation is a
sign of rebellion and must be crushed. Leo decan 3 will give you the strong
leadership you desire, but only if you submit to their authority 100%.
Less ego-driven signs have a hard time with Leo decan 3 and may feel eclipsed by
them at times. It is quite awe-inspiring to watch just how confident and regal these
people are in their dealings with everyday life. Even if it plainly obvious that they
are actually wrong about something, their self-belief is so strong that they can
convince themselves and others that they are actually right. Barefaced cheek
and arrogance they are often accused of…Another trait is bitchiness, but oh how
they are entertaining with it! They take this ability to cut someone dead with a oneliner to a high art form. Again this is quite awesome, but extremely painful if you
find yourself in their firing line. Bottom line, the lion is a man-eating beast. It can be
bitterly cruel when threatened. You really want these folk on your side for they will
fight and defend you until they have spilt their last drop of blood. Blood is a big
thing with them, blood ties, bloody-mindedness, blood boiling in their veins and
they don't squirm at the sight of it either.

Divine Right Of Kings
The negative side of these Lions is cruelty and vengeance since the malefic Mars
pushes an already fiery Leo decan 3 to the very limit. They often don't know when
to give up, rather like the Black Knight sketch in Monty Python & The Holy Grail.
Even as a stump with a head, he is still yelling 'Come on then! I'll bite your legs off'.

There are some very strong women in the native's line-up. Margaret Thatcher
literally 'The Iron Lady' has Mars here. These formidable lionesses go out on the
hunt and bring home the bacon while their male counterparts sleep all day,
waking only for sex and to bark orders. Stalking…that is another trait of this sector.
Leo decan 3's mates may get the feeling every move they make is being watched
and recorded somewhere. It's a little unnerving. When in the lion's presence you
really should not leave until the mighty paw has decreed your time together has
expired. Even if they get infuriatingly bossy, It's quite hard to leave them anyway
because they are so darn sexy. How can one resist such regal poise, passion,
stunning self-confidence and hot-blooded sex drive?
There is a chink in their armour though. Betrayal.. Minor disloyalty, like taking sides
against them in a political debate, might warrant a day of lion huff. But sexual
unfaithfulness is high treason. This is their mortal wound. They will crawl off into a
cave for weeks, months or even years because if it. Some of the more fiery ones
will spend that time plotting revenge, others will sink into a major depression. The
loss of pride and regal face is just too much to take. The problem is the huge,
golden pedestal they built for themselves. Falling off such a great height is going to
hurt. Revenge is also something that they need to avoid since those with Regulus
hold such great responsibility.
"King; from the Indo-European root Reg, 'To move
in a straight line, lead, rule. Derivatives: right (as in
a privilege or legal claim), also morally correct,
just, good, fair, proper, fitting, straight'". Yes, they
DO have to be right. This is of course why the
constellation Leo's alpha star is called Regulus.
Regulus being an archangel star promises honours
and elite status, but that comes with a price. Only
if these folk avoid vengeful actions can they keep
their crown. Otherwise, as the saying goes, pride
comes before a fall.
Regulus is frequently brandished as a fortunate
star. Its success comes from making daring,
impulsive leaps. But Regulus can also fail
spectacularly too, so they need to plan carefully. If
we look at how cats hunt we get an idea. They
slowly creep up on their prey (or project). It looks
like nothing is happening for ages and then boom,
suddenly they are there. Shockingly carnal with
saucer-wide, black eyes, high from the adrenalin
rush. Regulus's instincts take over and then
congeniality goes out the window. After that, they show off like nobody's business,
proudly displaying their prize catch. This may be seen to be quite vulgar and
uncouth even,.. but they are forgiven! These cats have big generous hearts, and
their unashamed pride, openness and honesty are refreshing.
The tarot card associated with this decan is the 7 of wands. This is a card of giving it

your all and of competitiveness. The keywords certainly fit well with Mars ruled Leo
decan 3. "Rivalry, Competition, Territory, Maintaining Power/Control, Staying at
The Top, Resolve, Leader, Power, Control, Principles, Taking The Higher Ground,
Holding Your Own, Strong Personality, Assertive, Being Certain/Convinced, Being
Forceful... Defensive/Aggressive, Under Attack, Fighting..." Interestingly even gossip
is in there which can be a theme here with the poison that flies out of Alfred's neck.
Karmically this can be a lifetime when "when you must stand up for yourself and
not let others take advantage of you...." those who are more confident will have
"bright burning ambition. It suggests that you are going after what you want and
are prepared to fight your way to the top. Your personality is strong and forthright
and you are very confident in your approach. Your convictions are strong too and
you believe passionately in what you are doing. Make sure to pace yourself. You
do not want to burn out before you reach the finish line." ~ Teachmetarot

Leo Decan 2 ~Fixed Stars
Leo 20º 42’ ~ Ras Elased Australis in the head of Leo the Lion. 3.1 *
Leo 21º 14’ ~ Tania Australis in the right hind paw of Ursa Major the Great Bear. 3.2
Leo 21º 26’ ~ Ras Elased Borealis in the head of Leo the Lion. 4.1
Leo 21º 36’ ~ Pherkad in the right foot of Ursa Minor the Little Bear. 3.1
Leo 24º 15’ ~ Subra in the right knee of Leo the Lion. 3.8
Leo 26º 31’ ~ Alpha Pyxis in Pyxis Nautica the Mariner’s Compass. 3.7
Leo 27º 17’ ~ Alfard in the neck of Hydra the Watersnake. 2.2
Leo 27º 34’ ~ Adhafera in the crest of Leo the Lion's Mane. 3.6
Leo 27º 54’ ~ Al Jabhah in Leo the Lion's Mane. 3.6
Leo 29º 37’ ~ Algieba in Leo the Lion's Mane. 2.6
Leo 29º 50’ ~ Regulus in the heart of Leo the Lion. 1.3
*Magnitude. Star position for the year 2000.

Tania Australis is a red star in the paw of the great mother bear. These stars in Ursa
major have a Mars quality according to Ptolemy. "It is said to give a quiet, prudent,
suspicious, mistrustful, self-controlled, patient nature, but an uneasy spirit and great
anger and revengefulness when roused. " Ras Elased Borealis and Ras Elased
Australis are two stars in the lion’s head. The Ebertins say these head stars can give
rise to mental illness and depression in a primitive person, depending on how they
are configured. While Noonan says they "are said to indicate those with an
appreciation for language and a power of expression, but also those who may be
heartless and cruel. " Ras Elased Australis has its own interpretation from Robson “ It
gives a bold, bombastic, cruel, heartless, brutish and destructive nature, but artistic
appreciation”
Pherkad is found in the Little Bear Ursa Minor. The constellation gives “indifference
and improvidence of spirit, and to lead to many troubles.” Though ancient
navigators looked upon them as guardians and guides since they are close to the

poles. Subra is in the right knee of the Lion and has no interpretation only
that “those in the thighs resemble Venus, and, in some degree, Mercury." This
spells charm to me and also that acid wit. Pyxis Nautica is in the mariner's compass
another guiding star. Pyxis is a small box and the mast of a ship. The Latin for mast is
Malus, which also means apple tree. So together we get the voice box and
Adam's apple. “Folklore has it that the 'forbidden fruit' offered by Eve got stuck in
Adam's throat, hence the prominent voice box in men. The forbidden fruit was of
the tree of knowledge of good and evil. Pyxis is a compass. The expression 'moral
compass' is the notion that prompts people to choose and behave in certain
ways.”
It is imperative then that Leo decan 3 leaders and lawmakers have a strong sense
of right and wrong. They also have the say in who gets to 'eat' the elite knowledge
too. They are guardians of the truth, but again this carries great responsibility. Since
people will listen to them without question, they need to make sure they are giving
out high quality, well-researched information. "King; from the Indo-European root
Reg, 'To move in a straight line, lead, rule. Derivatives: right (as in a privilege or
legal claim), also morally correct, just, good, fair, proper, fitting, straight'". Yes, they
DO have to be right. This is of course why Leo's alpha star is called Regulus.
Alfard is in the neck of the Hydra the watersnake. Like Unukalhai in the neck of
Serpens, there are a good few singers with this and we have already mentioned
Adam's apple with Pyxis. Alfard "gives wisdom, musical and artistic appreciation,
knowledge of human nature, strong passions, lack of self-control, immorality,
revolting deeds…" Oh dear, it's that snake problem again. These folk are ultra
sensitive to poisons, so they need to keep away from intoxicants. Another price
Leo decan 3 has to pay if they want to maintain their authority. They must
demonstrate purity and virtue or risk losing respect if they spew out a drug-induced
rant. "Particularly matters connected with 'poison' are accentuated badly, e.g.
blood poisoning, murder by poison, attempts of poisoning, poisoned hatred in
women, gas poisoning, danger to life by wrong use of drugs and overindulgence
of good living…..A 'poisoning' is also possible in a relationship between man and
woman in marriage. This is especially true in a male chart." [1] The Hydra was a
particularly loathsome creature, cut off one head and three would grow in its
place. The only way to stop it would be to burn and seal the stump. This could refer
to deep-rooted treacherous karma that needs slaying. This, of course, takes great
courage, which takes us back to the Lion.
The next set of stars in the lion’s mane seem to pick up on the toxic nature of their
serpentine neighbour Alfard. Adhafera “is connected with suicide poison, corrosive
acids, liquid explosives, liquid fire, lying, stealing and crime.” But rising it gives
success in the military or sports and gives wealth. Al Jabhah is militant “It gives loss
and many dangers, a violent and intemperate nature, and to a military officer
danger of mutiny and murder by his soldiers.” especially when rising. Algieba is the
brightest of these mane stars and falls in the star pattern that resembles the sickle
in Leo’s head which also looks like an inverted question mark. It has no
interpretation. Also within this sector fall some of the stars of a now defunct
constellation called Felis the cat which sat in between Hydra and Pyxis.

Last but certainly not least is Leo decan 3’s jewel in the crown Regulus. This bright
triple star flashes white and ultramarine. Regulus, Cor Leonis (Lionheart) is one of
the four royal Persian stars and archangels that guarded the cardinal points in the
heavens (circa 3000-2500 BC). It also lies directly on the Sun's ecliptic path making
it extra powerful. I have an old post about Regulus which talks about this star
specifically. Most of the character traits mentioned in the first section apply to this
royal star. Traditionally it has mixed reviews, verging from great fortune, status,
honour and fame to scandal, downfall, disgrace and ruin. Much depends on
how Regulus is configured in the chart.
Regulus is frequently brandished as a fortunate star. Its success comes from daring,
impulsive leaps. But they can also fail spectacularly too so they need to plan
carefully. If we look at how cats hunt we get an idea. They slowly creep up on their
prey (or project). It looks like nothing is happening for ages and then boom,
suddenly they are there. Shocking, carnal, with saucer black eyes high from the
adrenalin blood rush. Their instincts take over and congeniality goes out the
window. After that they show off like nobody's business, proudly displaying their
prize catch. This may get quite vulgar and uncouth even, but they are forgiven.
These cats have big generous hearts, and their unashamed pride, openness and
honesty are refreshing.
According to Ptolemy “Regulus is of the nature of Mars and Jupiter, but most later
authors liken it to Mars only, while Alvidas states that it is similar to the Sun in good
aspect to Uranus. It gives violence, destructiveness, military honor of short duration,
with ultimate failure, imprisonment, violent death, success, high and lofty ideals
and strength of spirit, and makes its natives magnanimous, grandly liberal,
generous, ambitious, fond of power, desirous of command, high-spirited and
independent.” [1]

Leo Decan 3 ~ Planets & Angles
Ascendant Leo 3
Alfard 27º ~ “Much trouble, anxiety and loss in connection with estates and building; addicted to
women and intemperance" [3] and (Heliacal rising star "To live one's life passionately, to prefer the
intense to the calm, to admire and seek to emulate the creative passion of others. Being drawn,
intentionally or not, to intense emotional encounters." [4]
Adhafera 27º ~ “ Gives great military preferment (can be in sports also) and riches. [5b]
Regulus 29º ~“Great honor and wealth, but violence and trouble, sickness, fevers, acute disease,
benefits seldom last, favor of the great, victory over enemies and scandal.” [5a] and “It may
convey royal properties, noble mind, frankness, courage. The importance of this star is
accentuated by its nearness to the ecliptic. Its effect is in the best sense that of Jupiter and Mars.
On the Ascendant, it will give a courageous and frank character” [1] and (Heliacal rising star) “ A
strong belief in the correctness of one's position, or path. A drive to succeed, to shine, or to move
forward in one's life while needing to resist the urge to take any form of revenge.” [6]

The ascendant gives the purest expression of the decan's energy since no planets
will colour its expression, so most of the general section meaning will hold true for
this position and the person will embody the decan as a whole. The ascendant is

also the relationship axis, so the influences above will play out mostly in how the
subject relates to others. With Leo decan 2 the ' Divine Right Of King' behaviour will
be most notable in love relationships. Without a doubt, this must be the most
authoritarian ascendant you can have. This is the boss no question. Not everyone
born with this decan rising has to be typically bossy or domineering, but they are
natural born leaders depending on how the rest of the chart is configured. Any
planet conjunct the Ascendant will show what style of king or queen they are too,
but all will expect you to show them loyalty and respect. Since the Ascendant is
the physical body it is amusing to see that some subjects often embody the look of
the lion, sporting a golden mane or possessing an oversized head. Their
demeanour will be very upright and regal too and they will be the sort to carry 'airs
and graces'. The daring, impulsive leaps and courage are most pronounced with
the ascendant. The pouncing action will be one of their bedroom tricks in
relationships.

Ascendant Leo 3 Examples: Donald Trump, George H. W. Bush, Edgar Cayce, Indira Gandhi,

Anita Byrant, Martin Scorsese, O. J Simpson, Vanessa Redgrave, David Tennant, Ian McShane,
Stephen Fry, Cynthia Payne, Luciano Pavarotti, Elton John, Robbie Williams, Justin Timberlake,
Natalie Cole, Herb Albert, Morrissey, Tony Abbot, Ted Bundy, Marilyn Manson, Beatrice Dalle,
Katie Holmes, Jessica Adams, Demetra George, Barbara Hand Clow, Mystic Meg, Mary
Wollstonecraft, Golda Meir, Henri Matisse, Frida Khalo, Edouard Manet, Claude Debussy, Albrecht
Durer, Delhi Rape, Malala Yousafzai, Madeleine McCann, Ceres Discovery Chart, Sonny/Cher
Davison, Charles/Camilla Davison.

Midheaven Leo 3
Alfard 27º ~ (On a pivot point.) " A direct, no-nonsense, hard-hitting approach to life, which will
cascade into one's physical world. At times ruthless, at other times sexual, and in worst case
situations even vengeful. Physically assertive and forthright" [4]
Regulus 29º ~ " Honor, preferment, good fortune, high office under Government, military success. If
with Sun, Moon or Jupiter, great honor and ample fortune." [1] also " Regulus will raise the native to
high positions in life, positions far exceeding the environment the native was born into. On the MC it
is not only a good omen for a military career, but also for careers connected with the public, such
as lawyers, civil servants, bankers and the clergy ….. will bring with it connections with rulers,
honorable people or famous people. …. People like this can reach high positions, positions of trust,
preferment and favors; fortunes. Riches and power could fall to these natives easily. An old saying
goes that Regulus in the 10th house 'makes astrologers to kings, people in high positions and
noblemen'." [1] and (At a pivot point.) " To find oneself both a natural leader; one who is able to
rise above the petty squabbles of others.” [6]

The Midheaven, like the Ascendant, will also give an unfiltered lens through which
to view the decan. In this case, the public views the subject as behaving very
much in the manner of the general meaning of the decan. The subject may also
see their parents as having the “divine right of kings” attributes of Leo decan 2. I
didn't find any proof of royal astrologers here. Instead, there are some ruthless
characters, whether these folk are actually beastly is hard to say. Leo midheaven 2
can either project the image of someone regal and high status or they can give
off the beastly side of the lion, appearing ruthless and in the case of women, maneating. The parents of folk with this position would take their role very seriously, their

blood ties are very important to them and they will fight to the death to defend
their pack.

Midheaven Leo 3 Examples: Vladimir Putin(?), Mata Hari, Jackie Kennedy Onassis, Chelsea

Clinton, Sigmund Freud, Marquis de Sade, Grigori Rasputin, Debbie Harry, Gary Numan, Prince,
Aretha Franklin, Janet Jackson, Missy Elliot, David Gilmour, Neil Young, Jim Carrey, Charlie
Chaplin, Clint Eastwood, Jessica Simpson, Eva Longoria, Michael Douglas, Claudia Schifer, Colin
Firth, Amanda Lear, George Sand, Gloria Steinem, Rudolph Steiner, Samuel Beckett, Bear Grylls,
Monica Seles, Chris Evert, Vaslav Nijinsky, Marc Chagall.

Sun Leo 3
Alfard 27º ~ “ Power and authority but suffering through own acts and from enemies, loss of
position and honor, overcome by enemies. [3]. “ To have strong passions, to be a victim or
perpetrator of violent or aggressive actions. To feel angry at injustices, or be subject to
mistreatment by authority figures. An occasion of apparent ruthlessness.” [4]
Regulus 29º ~ “ Power, authority, great influence over friends, honor and riches, but violence,
trouble and ultimate disgrace and ruin, sickness, fevers, benefits seldom last. [3.] "A person who
holds the high expectation of others. One who receives honours and awards, but who needs to be
wary of vengefulness. A time of noble, or military endeavours." [ 6]

Power and authority, says it all really! Regulus officially entered Virgo in 2011.
However, Regulus was still in Leo decan 3 when the list of natives below were born
(And therefore most people reading this) so we cannot ignore Regulus's effects for
this decan. Of course, then these felines were born to rule, and they take to the
stage like a duck to water. Physical prowess is part of their makeup and they tend
to be famous as much for their animal magnetism as whatever their talents might
be. Sun Leo 3's sex appeal is legendary, but can also become an obsession for
them. Sex addiction is a danger for this placement if the native has no other outlet
for their fertile creative expression. (Some still persist despite a demanding job, see
Clinton or Madonna.) The Sun is at its most theatrical in Leo and desperately needs
to create or procreate. Therefore if they don't breed many physical babies then
the talented ones will produce artistic progeny instead. 'Drama queen' and 'diva'
are cliché keywords to describe the Leo archetype, but it is never truer than in this
decan. Sun Leo 3 works especially well under pressure and their heroic side rises
superbly to the occasion if they are suddenly thrown into a crisis. Here are the
white knights and courageous queens who are always on amber alert. The
downside of Sun Leo 3 is that they often don't know how to live without preparing
for the next conquest. The slightest poke will get this cat's fur standing on end. Sun
Leo 3 needs to learn that it is not responsible for all the cubs or artistic project all of
the time and needs to learn to delegate.

Sun Leo 3 Examples: Napoleon Bonaparte, Bill Clinton, Gene Roddenberry, Madonna, Roman

Polanski, Edward Norton, Alfred Hitchcock, Mae West, Robert De Niro, Steve Martin, Ben Afeck,
Sean Penn, Robert Redford, Kim Cattrall, Halle Berry, Patrick Swayze, Madeleine Stowe, Christian
Slater, Amy Fisher, Matthew Perry, Debra Messing, David Walliams, Jef Stryker, Robert Plant,
Keith Moon, Tori Amos, Belinda Carlisle, Sarah Brightman, Gene Kelly, George Melly, Claude
Debussy, Antonio Salieri, John Logie Baird, Herb Ritts, Aubrey Beardsley, H. P Lovecraft, T.E
Lawrence, Coco Chanel, Sri Aurobindo, Princess Margaret, Princess Anne, David Koresh, Robert

Thompson, Jon Venables, Usain Bolt, Thierry Henry, Magic Johnson, Madonna/Penn Davison,
India, South Korea, Pakistan.

Moon Leo 3
Alfard 27º ~ “ Lust, wantonness, profligacy, failure in projects but financial help often from a relative,
ill-fortune to wife or mother, eventual disgrace and ruin, danger of death by asphyxiation.” [3].
“Difficulties with receiving love and nurturing, a tragic mother figure. A ruthless attitude to life, a
passion for one's own pursuits. A period when the safety of the home or homeland is at risk.” [4]
Regulus 29º ~ “ Occult interests, powerful friends, danger from enemies and false friends, gain by
speculation, public prominence, great power, honor, wealth, benefits seldom last, violence, trouble
and sickness. Make women high spirited and independent.[3] "A natural leader who leads by love
and devotion, rather than power or authority. To be drawn to a humanitarian career and to be
loved by others. Event-driven, pride in success and anger at failure." [6]

We only need to look at the list below to find proof of the leadership qualities of
the moon here. These natives make formidable commanders in times of war when
life or death decisions need to be made quickly. The Moon adds a nurturing touch,
but we still get tough-love. That means the native has to risk making short-term,
austerity measures for the sake of long-term prosperity. Moon Leo 3 will not sugarcoat for the sake of popularity. In a sign that seems so ego-driven, it is surprising
perhaps that these people are actually more about helping others than
themselves. It depends on how evolved the soul is, with other harsh aspects there
can be a ruthless drive and tyrannical tendencies. Often these natives have a
difficult childhood where they really have to fight to be themselves. This leaves
them tough and belligerent that in some become more forceful as they age. It all
depends how ignited these tendencies are by other factors in the chart. Despite
all, even when these natives rub people up the wrong way, they are admired for
their great courage. As the head of a nation, company or family, they are
trailblazers and will do whatever it takes to protect those in their care. The roaring
lioness who protects her cubs is the most obvious symbol. At the mundane level,
this is the great patriot willing to die for their country. It is certainly best to keep
these natives as your friend and not an enemy! Loyalty is their number one
demand, so woe betide you if you betray them. (especially those with Moon close
to Alfard!) At worst, the Moon Leo 3 native suffers greatly if they stoop to revenge,
and they won't care who else they bring down with them.

Moon Leo 3 Examples: Winston Churchill, Margaret Thatcher, Eva Peron, Mohandas Gandhi,
Benjamin Disraeli, Prince Phillip, Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, Captain Beefheart, George Michael,
Carlos Santana, Tom Selleck, Robert De Niro, Julia Roberts, Helena Bonham Carter, Jane Fonda,
Tony Hancock, Guglielmo Marconi, Jeane Dixon, Lynndie England, Anne Frank, Anna
Kournikova, Venus Williams.

Mercury Leo 3
Alfard 27º ~ "Trouble through writings, unfavourable for marriage, suffering through a passionate
attachment that entirely changes the course of the life." [3] and " The one who reveals or is the
holder of secrets, an investigating mind, a sharp tongue. A lover of rituals. Secrets are revealed or a
vitriolic outburst." [4]

Regulus 29º ~ " Honorable, just, popular, generosity abused by opponents, fame, gain through high
position." [3] and "To have a grand design, to inspire people with an idea. To receive recognition
for noble ideas but the need to avoid revenge and refuse to be baited by gossip" [6]

Leo decan 3 carries with it great authority, so they often have a say in who gets to
'eat' the forbidden fruit of elite knowledge. They are guardians of the truth, but
again this carries great responsibility. The proles will listen to Leo decan 2 without
question so they need to make sure they are giving out high quality, wellresearched information. The great courage of Leo decan 3 means these folk might
see themselves as keyboard warriors. Austin Coppock calls this decan 'The banner'
and says that "While this face may abound with images of noble heroes defending
the right, just as many tyrants grace its halls, unwilling to yield their thrones no
matter the human cost" [7] Journalists and writers with this position will often have a
very sharp tongue and there can be spiteful words of vengeance too. There is the
tendency to be brought down by gossip. Otherwise, this is a person who is
employed to write 'Clickbait" articles that ruin a person's reputation. A biting wit is
seen here in some of the natives. Since Mars is the ruler of this decan then we
could see a war of words too. This is definitely the most aggressive of the Leo
decans so it is not surprising to see words doing a great deal of damage when
Mercury is in this decan. At the same time, this is a decan of occulted, elite
knowledge too which may come out in the pens of writers and artists with Mercury
here.

Mercury Leo 3 Examples: Ivan The Terrible, Hallie Selassie I, Ernest Hemingway, Johann

von Goethe, Emily Bronte, Tim Burton, Sandra Bullock, Robin Williams, Peter Sellers, Armie
Hammer, Lisa Kudrow, Lynda Carter, Gene Kelly, Diana Rigg, Charlize Theron, Helen Mirren,
David Hasselhof, Martin Freeman, Charlie Sheen, Natalie Wood, Charlotte Gainsbourg, Michael
Jackson, Barry Gibb, Patsy Cline, Chris Cornell, Florence Swelch, Slash, Van Morrison, Charlie
Parker, Stewart Copeland, Vincenzo Lancia, Jessie James.

Venus Leo 3
Alfard 27º ~ Passionate attachments that are opposed by relatives, handsome and admired
by opposite sex, favorable for gain, sorrow through love affairs if female." [3] and "To be
harshly the one who reveals or is the holder of secrets, an investigating mind, a sharp tongue.
A lover of rituals" [4]
Regulus 29º ~ “Many disappointments, unexpected happenings, violent attachments, trouble
through love affairs..” [3]

If we had to pick the most Queenly position for Venus in any decan then this would
be it! Unfortunately, because this decan is ruled by Mars, Venus finds its quite
uncomfortable here as you can see from the star example above. However, those
who are born in the 1st half of the decan escape the diva behaviour of Regulus or
Alfard's poisonous tongue. Much depends on the evolution of the soul with this
position as they this could very easily manifest as the man-eating and voracious
female. Aspects and house position can also dampen the femme fatal potential.
Whichever way you look at it, this position seems much more difficult to deal with

for women than it is for men despite the Queen potential. It could just be that men
find the sense of entitlement that comes with this position quite hard to deal with,
plus Venus here also has the potential to be narcissistic too. On the other hand,
male natives might be attracted to women with these traits and end up playing
then co-dependent. I have found people with Venus Leo 3 who are might give the
impression of being a femme fatale but are actually quite insecure. Instead of
being narcissists themselves they become magnets for narcissists due to their
stunning queen-like looks. Here is where we also find trophy wives. The sorrow
comes when Venus Leo 3 realises that they are not loved for their soul but for their
packaging. This is a challenging position for females no doubt, but later in life, it
becomes super wise and courageous. The native rises like the phoenix from the
flames, re-claims her sovereignty and then helps other females become Queen
themselves.

Venus Leo 3 Examples: The 14th Dalai Lama, Marine Le Pen, George W. Bush, Henrich

Himmler, Jimmy Carter, Theresa May, William Wallace, Albert Prince Consort, Howard Hughes,
Marcello Mastrianni, Tori Amos, Beck, Amy Winehouse, Rufus Wainwright, Cheryl Cole, Harry
Connick Jr, Sylvester Stallone, Clive Owen, Gina Lollobrigida, David Duchovny, Daniel Radclife,
Gwyneth Paltrow, Salma Hayek, Carol Lombard, Pamela Anderson, Monica Lewinsky, Greek
Referendum, Martin Heidegger, Paulo Coelho, George Grosz, Andy Warhol, George Pompidou,
John Logie Baird, Dita von Teese.

Mars Leo 3
Alfard 27º ~ “Trouble and scandal through love affairs. Attachment to a married person. Bad for
childbirth, if a woman liable to miscarriage and death, together with death of child, danger of
serious accidents; if afflicting luminaries, danger of death by drowning or poison.” [3]. "To have an
aggressive attitude in achieving one's goals. A passionate environmentalist whose desire to help
can lead to damaging other groups. The ruthless action of an individual or group." [4]
Regulus 29º ~ “Honor, fame, strong character public prominence, high military command.” [3] “A
team leader; interested in sports or action-filled activities. To be able to maintain faith in one's skills.
The hero wins the day.” [4] and "when Mars or Saturn are in conjunction with Regulus, especially
exciting events are always recorded e.g. assassinations, coup d'états, revolutions, revolts,
demonstrations, overthrow of heads of state and similar events". [1]

Mars is supremely strong in this decan that it rules. Formidable, passionate and
persuasive. It is very hard to say no to these red lions once they have got you
between their claws. These folk make the very best stalkers and will easily lovebomb you into submission if you are their 'chosen'. Mars's sex and violence traits
heated up by the very pushy Regulus is asking for trouble. Alfard brings scandal
into the mix too. This hotbed of spicy influences might explain why there are some
infamous sexual murderers on the list below. However, as these lions mature they
learn to tame their passionate libido and channel it into more honourable pursuits.
Mars Leo 3's comparative streak is very hard to temper, however, and Mars ignites
their revenge button the moment anyone betrays or disrespects them. Pride is
something they find very hard to swallow too, so forget the apology, no matter
how much they have wronged you. Even the very evolved ones will find a way of
turning things around so that they come up on top. This is hierarchy in its most

blatant form, but the wisest ones really do deserve the crown they have worked so
hard for. These folk are not conniving or duplicitous, so as brash as Mars Leo 3 are,
they are generally liked. What you see is what you get!

Mars Leo 3 Examples: Donald Trump, Benjamin Netanyahu, Henry Ford, Manly P Hall,

Eckhart Tolle, Caravaggio, William Joseph Turner, William Blake, Le Corbusier, Sylvia Plath,
Pedro Almodovar, Guy Ritchie, River Phoenix, Daniel Radclife, Lourdes Leon, Jason Connery,
James Jagger, Claudia Schifer, Martin Sheen, Mike Myers, Ralph Fiennes, Mark Hamill, Jim
Henson, Ricky Gervais, Frank Sinatra, Amy Winehouse, Sting, Boy George, Suzanne Vega, Demis
Roussos, Edith Piaf, Nana Mouskouri, Alison Moyet, June Carter Cash, Brian Eno, Antonio Salieri,
Igor Stravinsky, Peter Sutclife, Myra Hindley, Edward Gein, Carlos The Jackal, Mystic Meg,
Yasmin Le Bon, Miuccia Prada, Emperor Hirohito, David Cameron, State Of Israel, Republic Of
Italy, Arsene Wenger.
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